Ensuring secure transmission and good quality of service (QoS) are key commercial concerns in ad hoc wireless networks as their application in short range devices, sensor networks, control systems, and other areas continues to develop. Focusing on practical potential solutions, this text covers security and quality of service in ad hoc wireless networks.
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This book contains eight chapters in total, of which five chapters deal with various aspects of security for wireless networks. I have devoted only one chapter to the quality of service issue. Chapter 1 introduces basic concepts related to an ad hoc network, sets the scene for the entire book by discussing the vulnerabilities such networks face, and then produces a set of security requirements that these networks need to satisfy to live up to the challenges imposed by the vulnerabilities. Chapter 1 also introduces basic concepts regarding quality of service as it relates to ad hoc networks. In my presentation in this book, I have assumed that the reader is familiar with basic computer security mechanisms as well as the well known routing protocols of ad hoc networks.
Chapter 2 presents an overview of the wireless security for infrastructurebased wireless LANs that are based on the IEEE 802.11b standard, wireless cellular networks such as GSM, GPRS, and UMTS, and wireless personal area networks such as Bluetooth and IEEE 802.15.4 standard-based networks.
Various possible threats and attacks on ad hoc networks are discussed in Chapter 3. Possible security solutions against such attacks are then presented in various chapters of the book. xi The security schemes that govern trust among communicating entities are collectively known as trust management. Chapter 4 presents various trust management schemes that are based on the principles and practice of key management in distributed networks and authentication. Chapter 5 addresses the issue of intrusion detection in ad hoc networks. It includes a discussion on both types of intrusion detection schemes, namely anomaly and misuse detection, and presents most of the prominent intrusion detection schemes available in the literature.
The topic of quality of service for ad hoc networks is covered in Chapter 6. Supporting appropriate quality of service for mobile ad hoc networks is a complex and difficult issue because of the dynamic nature of the network topology, and generally imprecise network state information. This chapter presents the basic concepts of quality of service support in ad hoc networks for unicast communication, reviews the major areas of current research and results, and addresses some new issues. Secure routing is the theme for Chapter 7, in which I describe the various algorithms that have been proposed to make the ad hoc routing more secure.
The IEEE 802.16 is a new standard that deals with providing broadband wireless access to residential and business customers and is popularly known as WiMax. This standard has several provisions for ensuring the security of and privacy to applications running on WiMax-enabled networking infrastructure. I discuss the security and privacy features of this standard in Chapter 8. 
